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Abstract: As a consequence of their reliance on a scarce volunteer resource, humanitarian
mapping organizations must prioritize their mapping activities. For mapping in anticipa-
tion of a crisis or mapping in support of long-term crises, the only method available to
organizations is an estimation of the “completeness” of the map, with organizations di-
recting volunteers to map areas where data are missing. Whilst this method is suitable for
organizations that focus on general map improvement, for those who create data for a spe-
cific reason (e.g., drinking water provision) the method is sub-optimal. In this article, we
present a new method of humanitarian mapping prioritization, that considers the purpose
of map data collection. The method identifies locations where contributions by volunteers
are expected to have the biggest impact on the desired use of the map data and therefore
maximizes the value gained from volunteer contributions. We explain our method using
the example of measuring distance to healthcare and demonstrate its superior ability to
consider the context of map data over generic estimations of map “completeness”. Our
method provides humanitarian mapping organizations with an easily reproducible and
low cost method and an opportunity to make better informed decisions about mapping
prioritization, when the purpose of map data collection is known. Using our method, or-
ganizations will be able to maximize the value gained from a scarce volunteer resource and
increase the efficiency of humanitarian map data production.
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1 Introduction

Map data are critical to humanitarian organizations. They provide situational awareness
to humanitarian organizations to support location-specific planning and response and pro-
vide an understanding of the location of populations who are vulnerable to the impacts
of humanitarian crises [48]. However, map data are costly to produce and maintain, and
consequently are often lacking in areas where populations are vulnerable to the impacts
of humanitarian crises [26, 51]. Volunteered geographic information (VGI), as a usually
free source of easily updatable geographic information, is widely recognized as a valuable
alternative source of map data to humanitarian organizations [26, 28]. Here, we use the
term VGI to refer to data with explicit spatial properties produced knowingly by a group
of volunteers, an example being map data produced by the OpenStreetMap (OSM) commu-
nity. Volunteers have varied reasons for producing VGI, but in the context of humanitarian
mapping, volunteers are often driven to donate their time and skills by altruism (i.e., their
desire to help others) [21,30,50]. Since volunteers first produced geographic information in
support of a humanitarian crisis in the aftermath of the 2010 Haiti earthquake [60], VGI has
been produced in support of a number of event-centric (e.g., Typhoon Haiyan in 2013, the
2014 West Africa Ebola outbreak; the 2023 Turkey-Syria earthquake) and long-term chronic
(e.g., response to post-conflict limb loss in Northern Uganda; see [32, 33]) crises.

Though VGI is a valuable source of map data, producing VGI for humanitarian pur-
poses can be difficult. Humanitarian volunteers are a relatively scarce resource. OSM has
over 10 million contributors but less than three percent (303,000) have contributed to hu-
manitarian mapping projects [29]. Additionally, humanitarian volunteers, as with many
other OSM contributors, often do not maintain their contributions over the long-term. Most
humanitarian volunteers, who typically join in response to a rapid-onset crisis (e.g., an
earthquake), withdraw from humanitarian mapping projects within 28 days [23, 38]. Con-
sequently, humanitarian mapping organizations must rely upon a small number of volun-
teers to complete most of the mapping work, particularly in the case of organizations seek-
ing to undertake prospective mapping in support of chronic crises or mapping in prepa-
ration for potential future crises [8, 24]. Because of the scarcity of the volunteer resource,
humanitarian mapping organizations must prioritize where mapping is most needed and
direct volunteers to map these locations.

Currently, the only tool available to humanitarian organizations to prioritize mapping
in support of chronic humanitarian crises or crisis preparation is using generic notions
of map “completeness”. “Completeness” describes a wide range of methods intended
to estimate the omission (missing) and commission (extra) of real-world features on the
map [12]. For humanitarian mapping organizations whose aims are to fill in blank spots
on the map, prioritization of mapping using generic estimations of “completeness” is suit-
able. However, “completeness” is contextual and difficult to define [36,45,47], which poses
a problem for humanitarian organizations who map with a specific purpose in mind. In
this article, we argue that estimates of generic map “completeness” provide a sub-optimal
approach to location prioritization when mapping is carried out for a specific purpose, be-
cause the value of new data is dependent on the desired use-case, not merely the overall
“completeness” of the map. We therefore present a new method for the prioritization of
humanitarian mapping activities that focuses on maximizing the expected impact of new
map data in context of the specific purpose for which it is being collected, as opposed to
merely where the map appears to be the most “incomplete”. Our approach can be used
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by humanitarian mapping organizations with particular purposes of map data collection
in mind, for example the YouthMappers organization, who create map data in support of
achieving the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) [7], or Community Mapping Uganda
(https://communitymapping.org), who collect data to aid in the distribution of health ser-
vices in remote regions [33,56], to direct volunteers; and will enable mapping organizations
to optimize the value gained from a given amount of “mapping effort”.

2 Background

2.1 Humanitarian VGI: Volunteer scarcity and mapping prioritization

Producing VGI can be difficult, time consuming and at times, repetitive and boring
[56][55,56]. Current VGI mapping platforms (such as the OSM iD editor) often have steep
learning curves, which can be off-putting to first time mappers and require a significant
investment of volunteer time to master VGI contribution [15, 49, 55]. Most humanitarian
mapping organizations also prefer VGI to be contributed manually by volunteers, as op-
posed to with the help of machine learning (ML) algorithms, for example [33]. Even though
the use of ML to improve the ease and speed of mapping has been evaluated [56] and an
emergent ML-augmented platform (RAPiD) was introduced by Facebook Labs in 2019,
mapping remains time consuming [53]. Mapping can also be repetitive, especially in rural
locations, which can lead to volunteer boredom and fatigue [53]. Alternative methods of
encouraging humanitarian mapping enjoyment have been evaluated [56], but are yet to
be widely adopted by humanitarian mapping organizations. When platforms are difficult,
time consuming and repetitive to use, drivers of initial contributions such as altruism are
often outweighed by feelings of boredom [53, 56]. Consequently, humanitarian volunteers
usually only contribute for a short period of time after their initial recruitment and studies
have demonstrated that most volunteers withdraw from their chosen humanitarian map-
ping project within 28 days of joining [23, 38]. Humanitarian organizations therefore rely
upon a scarce volunteer resource to produce map data.

Due to the difficulties retaining volunteers and reliance upon a scarce volunteer re-
source, humanitarian mapping organizations must prioritize where mapping takes place.
To understand how humanitarian mapping organizations prioritize locations we must un-
derstand the three scenarios where map data are required:

1. After a rapid onset event-centric crisis, for example an earthquake where data are
needed urgently for activities such as search and rescue (e.g., Humanitarian OSM
Team (HOT), Map Action).

2. In anticipation of an event-centric crisis for a vulnerable population, map data are
needed to assist with planning and resilience (e.g., MissingMaps, HOT).

3. During (or following) a long-term chronic crisis, for example a civil war, where data
are needed to plan and implement interventions (e.g., Community Mapping Uganda,
Map Action, HOT).

For scenario one, map data are usually produced in relatively small regions undergoing
the crisis for a specific purpose (e.g., search and rescue), which dictates where mapping is
needed. For scenarios two and three, which typically focus on large rural areas, suitable
approaches for prioritizing the location of volunteer mapping efforts are less clear. Cur-
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rently humanitarian mapping organizations use the only method available to them: iden-
tifying where the map is “incomplete”. For example, the Gap Detection Tool, which can
be used by members of the HOT community to identify “incomplete” locations and pro-
pose these locations as new HOT projects. Prioritizing mapping using generic estimations
of “completeness” is common amongst the largest humanitarian mapping organizations
(e.g., HOT, MissingMaps) who usually have more general mapping aims that focus on map
“completeness”. For example, in 2019 HOT announced its three-year strategic plan which
was developed to align with the SDGs aim of “leaving no-one behind”. An important aim
of the strategic plan includes adding an area home to one billion people to the map [31],
which requires mapping in areas where building data are missing.

However, “completeness” can be difficult to estimate and quantify. Usually “complete-
ness” is estimated extrinsically by comparing a VGI dataset to another dataset (usually an
authoritative dataset) that is assumed to be “complete” (see [11, 41, 59]). Despite its popu-
larity, comparison to another dataset is only possible when a reference dataset exists, which
is not always available in lower income countries [9,10]. If a reference dataset is unavailable
(which is usually the case in areas where humanitarian VGI is required), “completeness”
is commonly estimated through comparison to a dataset produced using machine learning
approaches (e.g., OSM Gap Detection Tool, [43]). Alternatively, intrinsic methods (using
only the data itself) can be used to estimate dataset “completeness”. Examples include
studying the historical growth of the dataset and estimating “completeness” based upon
the hierarchical classification of the features within the dataset and the number of volun-
teers contributing [11, 12]; estimation of feature saturation over time [17]; and predicting
“completeness” based upon sociodemographic indicators [39].

Even if “completeness” can be quantified, as a concept it is highly contextual. “Com-
pleteness” is scale- and context-dependent [45]. Defining “completeness” embeds deci-
sions on what types of features should be considered, as well as whether they can be ap-
propriately represented [36, 45, 47]. Using “completeness” to prioritize mapping where
map data are being collected for a specific reason (i.e., context) is therefore sub-optimal.
“Completeness” is also a highly dynamic concept: a mapping organization or volunteer
may reach their goal of “completeness” and stop mapping, but updated satellite imagery
and the appearance (or disappearance) of features in the landscape will change the “com-
pleteness” level over time. For example, in 2017 OSM added Maxar Premium imagery to
its mapping platforms, which is more recent than the Bing imagery that was previously
used, meaning that areas once considered to be “complete” became once again “incom-
plete”. Events such as this limit the effectiveness of intrinsic methods of “completeness”
estimation described above (e.g., those based on number of contributors or number of fea-
tures mapped; [12, 17]), as a lack of activity resulting from assumed “completeness” could
produce misleading results, discouraging further mapping in the region. Mapping at high
levels of data “completeness” is also difficult, and volunteers can spend large amounts of
time searching for features to be added or removed [13]. With only this method available
to them, humanitarian mapping organizations are forced to prioritize mapping effort using
a hard to quantify metric that fails to consider the purpose of data collection, leading to an
inefficient use of a scarce volunteer resource.

To allow humanitarian organizations to prioritize mapping activities more effectively,
we propose an alternative method that considers the purpose of map data collection (i.e.,
the context of map data use, for example estimating access to water, providing internet
access), rather than generic notions of “completeness”. We propose that if an organisa-
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tion has a specific reason for collecting data, humanitarian mapping should be prioritized
where further volunteer contributions will have the greatest expected impact and be most
valuable to the humanitarian organisation. Our method helps humanitarian mapping or-
ganizations with a specific purpose of data collection in mind, to best utilize their scarce
volunteer resource and organize mapping in an efficient and impactful way.

Figure 1: Comparison of straight line and network measures of distance to healthcare in
Côtes-de-Fer, Haiti. In this example, the straight line method underestimates distance to
healthcare by over 1 km, making the journey appear to be c.56% of its true distance.

2.2 Case study background: Estimating access to healthcare

The assessment of access to healthcare provides a common example of an application for
which VGI is commonly used. To help conceptualize access to healthcare, authors have
sought to identify the dimensions of access, which work together to prevent the realization
of access. Three dimensions of access are now widely recognized: availability, affordability
and acceptability [35, 44]. Whilst all dimensions are important and work together to pre-
vent realized access to healthcare, it is often spatial variations in availability, describing the
distribution of available healthcare facilities and the route travelled to access them, that sig-
nificantly impede realized access [35,37,57]. Availability is also the dimension of access that
is reliant upon datasets of road and path networks. Road and path networks are required
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for the calculation of distance to healthcare, known as network distance. Network distance
is often the preferred method for estimating distance to healthcare as simple straight-line
distances (which measure the length of a line drawn directly between the service user and
the healthcare provider), often result in underestimations (Figure 1; [34, 54]). Measuring
distance to healthcare is therefore a useful case study to demonstrate how humanitarian
mapping should be prioritized based upon the end use of map data and the value of vol-
unteer contributions.

To improve the prioritization of humanitarian mapping activities, we develop a method
that measures how contributions of map data by volunteers change the outcomes of map
data use (mean distance to healthcare, in this case). Our method prioritizes locations where
changes in the outcomes of map data use are largest and consequently prioritizes locations
where volunteer contributions have the highest expected impact. To illustrate the method,
we measure distance to healthcare on an artificially degraded VGI road network in 27 coun-
tries. This is intended to reflect a typical use case for humanitarian mapping data in which
organizations have identified a number of countries or regions to include in a mapping
campaign and wish to prioritize the allocation of volunteer resources. We perform our
method and examine (i) how measures of distance to healthcare change with increasing
contributions of map data and (ii) how changes in measures of distance to healthcare can
be used to prioritize humanitarian mapping.

3 Methods

3.1 Study areas

Our method was evaluated using 27 countries (Figure 2) that were selected using three
inclusion criteria:

1. Countries classified as “Developing” by the United Nations Development Report
(based on their Human Development Index), as countries where people are most
likely to face distance-based barriers to healthcare access [52].

2. Countries with a population of more than one million, to allow for sufficient sample
points per country.

3. Countries with a reported OSM road network “completeness” of around 70% or over
as estimated by [11], which facilitates a clearer illustration of our iterative degradation
approach (though an estimate of the “completeness” is not necessary for the method
itself).

A full list of countries selected and their estimated OSM road network “completeness”
can be found in the supplementary materials (S1).

3.2 Data

All data were freely available under an open data licence, which serves to minimize costs
to humanitarian organizations associated with adoption of this method and promote re-
producibility. Road and path networks for each country were downloaded from the OSM
database via the Geofabrik Download server [46], converted to a Structured Query Lan-
guage (SQL) file using osm2po [2] and loaded into a single PostGIS [4] database. Only
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Figure 2: Countries used in the sensitivity analysis and their “completeness” as estimated
by Barrington-Leigh and Millard-Ball [11].

network types that were passable on foot or by motor vehicle were included. To simplify
analysis road types were reclassified, reducing the number of network feature types from
18 to 5 classes: primary, secondary, tertiary, unclassified and path. Healthcare facility data
were also downloaded for each country from the OSM database via the Geofabrik Down-
load Server and loaded into the same PostGIS database as road and path networks using
osm2pgsql [1]. For analysis purposes, only primary health care facilities (health care clinic,
doctor or hospital) were selected as these facilities represent “points of entry” to healthcare
services [27]. Gridded population count estimates for the year 2020, at a resolution of 100m,
were downloaded in raster format for each country from the WorldPop repository [5].

3.3 Approach

The proposed approach comprises an iterative process of running the desired analysis for
a sample of population locations, degrading the dataset, and then re-running the analysis
until no data remains. By recording the result at each “step” in this process, the relationship
between the result and level of degradation can be examined. For example, here we are
concerned with accessibility to primary health care facilities, for which we are calculating
the mean distance between the sample points and their nearest health care location. In this
example, we will be degrading the dataset in increments of 10% of the original value and
calculating the mean distance value for each increment, to see how the result is affected by
the degradation process.

To sample the population points, random populated locations on the gridded popula-
tion raster were chosen (where the raster value was greater than zero). The sample size was
proportional to the individual country’s population, with one population point sampled
per 100,000 people. Sample sizes ranged from 11 in Eswatini to 537 in Kenya (S1). Distance
between each population point and its nearest healthcare facility was calculated using the
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Djikstra shortest path algorithm in pgRouting software [3], plus the straight line distance
between the population point and its nearest network node and between the health care
facility and its nearest network node. The Djikstra algorithm calculates the shortest path
by weighting edges (e.g., individual road segments) based upon their length and finding a
sequence of connected edges that provide the lowest total weight (distance) between two
locations [22]. If a connected sequence of road segments could not be found due to missing
segments in the road network, the straight-line distance was calculated directly between
the population point and nearest health care facility, which is commonly used to estimate
distance to healthcare when road network datasets are unavailable (e.g. [40, 58]). Given
that the focus of this study is the relative impact of data “completeness” on measuring
distance to healthcare, rather than accurate estimation of access to healthcare in a country,
we have elected to only calculate distance travelled rather than travel time. Whilst travel
time provides a more realistic estimation of healthcare availability [6, 25], it requires an
understanding of travel modes and behaviors in each country, which is beyond the scope
of this study.

For each country, the total number of road and path network features was calculated
and a set of degradation values representing 10% of the total number of features in each
class of network feature type (primary, secondary, tertiary, unclassified and path) is calcu-
lated. Starting with the full road and path network (total number of features), the distance
between each sampled population point and its nearest healthcare facility was then calcu-
lated and the mean distance to healthcare was recorded alongside road and path network
coverage. The road and path network for the country was then degraded by removing
a number of features equal to the 10% degradation value for each class (resulting in a
stratified degradation), and the process is then repeated until all of the data have been
removed. Each sequence of degradation was repeated 100 times per country to account
for stochasticity in the selection of population points and degradation of the road and
path network, with the network reset each time. The mean of these 100 iterations was
then calculated and used to construct a plot comparing the number of features (i.e., de-
creasing levels of degradation, up to the current road and path network) against mean
distance to healthcare for each country. This approach is summarized as pseudocode in
Algorithm 1. The source code for the analysis (implemented in Python 3) can be found at
https://gitlab.com/kirstywatkinson/vgi-prioritization. The method is made open source to
increase its reproducibility and to enable humanitarian mapping organizations to be more
transparent about the way they prioritize mapping efforts.

Following plot construction, the mean absolute rate of change in distance between the
current road and path and the first level of degradation (i.e. the slope of the line seg-
ment at the far right of the plot) is calculated. This value will be known herein as MARC
and demonstrates the level of impact that the most recent mapping activity has had upon
the analysis. The MARC is calculated as the change in distance divided by the change in
number of features. When comparing different countries, it is then possible to make an as-
sumption about the level of impact that would be expected from the next mapping activity.
For example, where the MARC is very high, it is likely that further mapping activity will
have a significant impact upon the results of the analysis. Conversely, where the MARC is
very low, it is likely that further mapping activity will have less impact upon the results of
the analysis. In such a case, where a decision had to be made about prioritizing mapping,
for an organisation interested in measuring healthcare availability, priority would be given
to the country or region with the highest rate of change.
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To demonstrate that generic estimates of map “completeness” provide a sub-optimal
indication of mapping priority when humanitarian mapping organizations have specific
reasons for map data collection, MARC obtained for each country were correlated against
estimated level of road network “completeness” [11] using a Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficient test. We expected no correlation between the two variables (i.e., “completeness”
does not explain mapping priority).

Algorithm 1 A pseudocode representation of the proposed approach.
1: // input datasets and values
2: roadNetwork = // road network dataset
3: roadClasses = // road classes (‘motorway’, ‘A road’, etc.)
4: healthcareFacilities = //primary health care facilites dataset
5: degradePercent = // percentage of features to degrade each iteration
6: countries = // list of countries to be analysed
7: // initialize list to store results
8: allResults = []
9: // loop through each country

10: for for each country in countries do
11: nFeatures = roadNetwork.length
12: meanDistances = []
13: n = country.population * 0.1
14: results = []
15: results.append(country)
16:
17: // repeat until the road network is entirely degraded
18: while nFeatures > 0 do
19: popPoints = population.randomSample(n)
20: distances = []
21:
22: // get the distance to the nearest healthcare point
23: for each point in popPoints do
24: nearestHealthcare = point.nearest(healthcareFacilities)
25: distances.append(point.distance(nearestHealthcare)
26: end for
27:
28: //calculate mean distance travelled and append to a dectionary
29: meanDistance = distances.sum / popPoints.length
30: results.append(meanDistance)
31:
32: end while
33: allResults.append(results)
34:
35: // degrade the network by class
36: for each class in roadClasses do
37: nClass = roadNetwork.getClass(class).length
38: degradationValue = nClass / 100 * degradationPercent
39: roadNetwork.randomSample(degredationValue).delete
40:
41: Export allResults to a dataframe
42:
43: end for
44: end for
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4 Results

Inspection of plots comparing mean distance to healthcare and number of road and path
network features revealed considerable variation between countries. Although variation
in the shape of plots comparing mean distance to healthcare and number of road and path
features was observed between countries, the resulting curves from the 27 countries could
be categorized by shape into three general categories: sigmoidal, convex and linear. Most
countries (n=15) had sigmoidal curves (i.e., they resembled the letter “S”), with examples
including Nepal, Eswatini and Burundi (Figure 3a). Sigmoidal curves were characterized
by initially shallow slopes (likely caused by an unconnected road network preventing net-
work distance calculation), followed by a steepening (as roads and paths became connected
allowing network distance calculations, rapidly increasing the mean distance as is demon-
strated in Figure 1), and finally a shallowing again (as changes to the road network become
increasingly minor, thus having a reduced impact upon the resulting curve). A smaller
number of countries (n=7) had convex curves, with examples including Haiti, Republic of
the Congo and Central African Republic (Figure 3b). The convex curve may be seen as
a variation on the sigmoidal curve, in which a similar pattern to the sigmoidal curve is
initially followed (slope is shallow, then increases as network distance calculations become
possible). However, in this case, the addition of further network data actually reduces the
mean distance in comparison with less complete versions of the network (though not, of
course, in comparison with the straight line distance, which is not possible). This is simply
the result of shorter routes being created by the addition of further detail, which would
be expected in many countries, but is highly dependent upon network topology and the
distribution of primary health care facilities, which is, in turn dependent upon a range
of topographic, demographic and socio-economic variables. It is, of course possible that
some sigmoidal curves would follow this pattern with the addition of further data. Finally,
a small number of countries (n=4) exhibited linear curves (Figure 3c). It is likely that this is
simply a less developed version of the sigmoidal or convex curve, and the curve would be
expected to either flatten (becoming sigmoidal) or dip (becoming convex) depending on a
number of factors relating to the network topology and distribution of primary health care
centers. The curve shapes for all 27 countries are listed in Table 1, along with the MARC
and estimated completeness level from [11].

The MARC for each country is listed in Table 1, which shows that they also vary be-
tween countries. Timor-Leste had the highest MARC, with a 190.66 m increase in mean dis-
tance to healthcare for every 100 features added (Table 1). Nepal had the smallest MARC,
with only a 0.07 m increase in mean distance to healthcare for every 100 features added
(Table 1). Using our method, from inspection of the curves comparing mean distance to
healthcare and road network “completeness” and comparison of MARC we ranked the
mapping priority of the 27 countries studied (Table 1). Those countries with the highest
MARC are those for which contributions of map data are expected to be most impactful
and therefore should be prioritized. Conversely, those with the lowest MARC represent the
countries where contributions of map data are expected to be least impactful and therefore
are less likely to be prioritized. It is noteworthy that as expected there is no relationship be-
tween the MARC and the estimated “completeness” of the countries (Figure 4; Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficient of -0.12). Several countries with the highest MARC (Eswatini,
Namibia, Burkina Faso) had higher estimated “completeness” than countries (Togo, Kenya)
with the lowest MARC (Table 1). Though as is expected most countries with an estimated
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“completeness” of 100% were ranked as the lowest mapping priority, a notable exception
was Cameroon, which ranked 19th out of 27. This has clear implications for prioritization
in the allocation of mapping resources, irrespective of the estimated or perceived level of
“completeness”.

Country Curve shape Mean absolute rates of distance
change (m per 100 features)

Estimated
completeness

Timor-Leste Linear 190.66 69.13
Swaziland Sigmoidal 18.67 82.07
Namibia Convex 18.37 92.72
Republic of the
Congo Convex 14.44 92.28

Eritrea Convex 12.30 81.97
Burkina Faso Sigmoidal 9.35 93.45
Cambodia Sigmoidal 8.95 74.57
Somalia Convex 7.94 97.8
Benin Sigmoidal 7.48 82.09
Central African Re-
public Sigmoidal 6.73 98.87

Sierra Leone Sigmoidal 4.06 83.92
Haiti Convex 3.78 94.18
Burundi Sigmoidal 3.45 86.74
Lao People’s Demo-
cratic Republic Sigmoidal 2.63 77.88

El Salvador Sigmoidal 2.52 74.56
Zambia Sigmoidal 1.75 71.82
Lesotho Sigmoidal 1.71 98.81
Sudan Convex 1.70 86.80
Cameroon Sigmoidal 1.59 100
Liberia Linear 1.51 87.28
Yemen Linear 1.22 73.22
Senegal Sigmoidal 1.13 70.07
Togo Linear 1.13 77.39
Mali Sigmoidal 0.45 94.3
Kenya Sigmoidal 0.43 71.18
Syria Sigmoidal 0.25 100
Nepal Sigmoidal 0.07 100

Table 1: Summary of curve shape for each country and the associated MARC.
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Figure 3: Three different curve shapes: a) Sigmoidal (Eswatini); b) Convex (Eritrea); c)
concave (Liberia).
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Figure 4: Correlation between MARC and estimated road and path network “complete-
ness”. A Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient of -.012 was obtained. An outlier is omit-
ted from the figure, with an estimated ’completeness’ value of 69.14% and MARC value of
190.66m

5 Discussion

VGI is a valuable source of map data to humanitarian organizations. Though the ambition
of many VGI organizations and volunteers is to produce a “complete” map, the reality of a
finite volunteer resource means that organizations have to prioritize locations to which they
will direct volunteers. The only method currently available to support this prioritization
mapping is the use of generic estimates of map “completeness”. The method is undoubt-
edly useful for mapping organizations whose aims are to fill in “blanks on the map” (e.g.,
HOT), however, “completeness” is highly contextual, difficult to quantify and does not re-
flect the value of new data for specific map data uses [36,45]. As a result, such measures are
less well-suited to the needs of organizations who are mapping in support of a particular
analysis or activity (e.g., YouthMappers, Community Mapping Uganda), and result in sub-
optimal prioritization of resources, limiting the impact of mapping activities. In this article,
we have presented a new approach to the prioritization of humanitarian mapping activity,
in which mapping is targeted in locations where contributions by volunteers are expected
to have the largest impact on the intended use of the map data.

Using the example of a healthcare availability assessment (a common use-case for hu-
manitarian VGI), we have demonstrated how this approach can be used to prioritize hu-
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manitarian mapping activities based upon their likely impact on the analysis itself. In
doing so, we have revealed a considerable variation in the relationship between the es-
timated “completeness” of a dataset and mean distance to healthcare between countries,
which serves to illustrate the importance of context-specific approaches such as those pre-
sented here. We have also demonstrated the lack of any relationship between the MARC
and estimated level of “completeness”, demonstrating that such generic measures are not a
suitable proxy for “usefulness” for a given analytical purpose. For example, several coun-
tries with high MARC (e.g., Burkina Faso and Namibia), had higher estimated “complete-
ness” (93.45% and 92.72% respectively) than countries with lower MARC (e.g., El Salvador
with an estimated “completeness” of 74.56%). If mapping priority was determined based
upon estimated “completeness” alone, El Salvador would be prioritized, which would be
expected to increase the mean distance to healthcare by an average of approximately 2.52
m per 100 features added to the map. Using the method presented here, however, Burk-
ina Faso would be prioritized, which would be expected to increase the mean distance to
healthcare by an average of approximately 9.35 m per 100 features added to the map. In
cases where data are being collected for a specific use-case, our context-specific method
for mapping prioritization has a clear advantage over the use of estimations of generic
“completeness”.

Using MARC, we ranked the countries to indicate mapping priority against an evalu-
ation of mean distance to primary healthcare (Table 1). Timor-Leste, Eswatini, Namibia,
Congo and Eritrea were identified as countries for which additional mapping would have
the greatest immediate impact. The countries had the highest MARC and are therefore
the locations where further contributions by volunteers are expected to lead to the biggest
changes in distance to healthcare. Targeting such locations would enable humanitarian
mapping organizations collecting health related map data to send their scarce volunteer
resources to map in areas where their contributions will have the biggest purpose specific
impact, maximising the value gained from each period of time donated by a volunteer.

To demonstrate how our method could be used by humanitarian organizations to prior-
itize health-related mapping, we will use two countries that were reported by [11] to have
a similar estimated road network “completeness” (Timor-Leste and Kenya) and determine
which country should be prioritized for mapping activity in support of a healthcare avail-
ability assessment. The plots for Timor-Leste and Kenya produced using our approach are
shown in Figure 5. Comparing the plots, we can visually identify that Timor-Leste has a
higher MARC: 190.66 m per 100 features compared to Kenya’s 0.47 m per 100 features. The
humanitarian mapping organisation would therefore direct most volunteers to map Timor-
Leste, where their contributions are expected to have a much greater impact on estimations
of access to healthcare. The organisation would then carry out mapping and repeat the
analysis. It may be that Timor-Leste still has the highest MARC and should continue to be
prioritized. However, as the curve starts to flatten (the MARC reduces), then the MARC
of Kenya (or another country) may be greater than that of Timor-Leste, and so it would
be prioritized instead. In this way, our method therefore provides humanitarian mapping
organizations with a tool to identify which location(s) would have the greatest impact for
their given purpose, which is continually updated as mapping progresses. This therefore
constitutes a powerful tool to enable humanitarian mapping organizations to direct a scarce
and small volunteer resource in the most efficient way possible.

Our method complements existing methods (e.g., using generic estimates of map
“completeness”) for the prioritization of volunteer mapping activities. Only open and
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freely available software and data are used, helping to minimize the cost to humanitar-
ian mapping organisation. A reference implementation of our method is available at
https://gitlab.com/kirstywatkinson/vgi-prioritization, meaning that the method is easily
reproducible. Our method offers those humanitarian mapping organizations who are col-
lecting data for a particular analytical purpose to make informed decisions about which lo-
cations will have the most significant impact upon their results. However, it is important to
consider that some countries with a low MARC may increase with more contributions (for
example a country with a sigmoidal curve becoming convex), and so the analysis should
be repeated at regular intervals. For this reason, we would also recommend that (as per
our example above) some volunteer resource is directed to lower priority countries, par-
ticularly those with apparently poorly developed curves, which (along with contributions
from individuals and organizations with different priorities) will allow such patterns to be
identified.

Not only does our method provide a new method for prioritizing humanitarian map-
ping in locations where contributions are expected to have the greatest impact (for a
given analytical purpose), but it may also have positive implications for volunteer reten-
tion. Humanitarian mapping campaigns often struggle to retain volunteers over the long-
term [23, 24, 38], with most volunteers withdrawing from projects due to a loss of interest,
lack of time or repetition-induced fatigue [53]. Volunteers are commonly motivated to join
projects by a desire to learn, develop skills or an interest in the project [18,20]. If volunteers
were deployed to new locations more regularly, there would be increased opportunity to
learn about new locations and features to map. Opportunities for learning could promote
continued engagement in mapping activities and reduce the likelihood of volunteer with-
drawal from mapping campaigns. Moving to new locations may also attract new volun-
teers located in those regions, increasing the number of volunteers and the amount of data
produced in support of humanitarian mapping campaigns.

5.1 Limitations and future work

Though the purpose of this article is to propose a general method to identify priority map-
ping locations, there are some limitations specific to our case study (measuring mean dis-
tance to primary healthcare) that would benefit from further investigation. Our method
of measuring distance to healthcare was dependent upon a dataset of primary healthcare
locations from OSM. It is therefore likely that the primary health care dataset is “incom-
plete”, and that the extent of missing, outdated or otherwise incorrect data will vary be-
tween countries. Though this should be mitigated to some extent by our use of estimated
“completeness” as one of our inclusion criteria for countries, the results are nevertheless
dependent upon the quality of this dataset. Future work might therefore include a sen-
sitivity analysis to explore the impact of health care facility dataset “completeness”, or
the incorporation of additional datasets (e.g., healthsites.io [66]). It is also important that
the estimates of road network “completeness” that we have used date from 2017 [11] and
estimated “completeness” would likely be higher at the time of writing were the values
re-calculated. The use of other completeness estimates (both extrinsic and intrinsic) would
also be worthwhile.

The creation of map data, particularly roads, tends to follow particular patterns, as op-
posed to being random. For example it has been demonstrated that road mapping on OSM
sometimes begins with the mapping of primary roads (e.g., motorways), followed by sec-
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Figure 5: Changes in mean distance to healthcare with increasing number of road and path
network features for a) Timor-Leste and b) Kenya. Comparison of the plots and MARC
demonstrate further contributions of road and path network data with add most value to
Timor-Leste (highest MARC) and should be prioritized over Kenya.
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ondary roads, tertiary roads and finally paths [14,19]. Our method, where network features
are randomly removed in a stratified manner (i.e., with features removed from all classes
of road at each stage of degradation), does not reflect this pattern. Although directed hu-
manitarian mapping activities in which volunteers are assigned a particular “zone” using
a task manager to avoid duplication are unlikely to follow this pattern, future work could
nevertheless consider different approaches to weighting by road hierarchy when removing
features from the road and path network. For example, one could prioritize the degrada-
tion of lower-level network features first, as opposed to degrading all classes equally as in
this research.

It is also important to acknowledge the limitations and biases of the algorithm used to
calculate network distance. Though the Djikstra algorithm has a number of advantages,
including its relative computational efficiency [16], it follows a Greedy approach in which
a node cannot be reconsidered once visited [16, 42], even if a shorter path exists, which can
lead to sub-optimal results. Though this would be a rare occurrence in practice (and hence
should be addressed by the multiple iterations for each country), future applications of our
approach in a similar application area (e.g., measuring distance to water) could explore
the use of other algorithms to measure network distance. Future work could also explore
reproducing our case study on a different set of countries, such as higher income countries,
for example.

As well as exploring ways to overcome the outlined limitations, the method should
be evaluated by humanitarian mapping organizations to help understand their ability to
use the method and their willingness to adopt it. Such evaluations may also reveal ways
in which the method can be adapted to best suit the needs of those organizations. The
applicability of the method to non-humanitarian applications of mapping should also be
investigated, as we believe the method will be suitable for any application where map data
are required. An example application could be the provision of services such as schools,
transport links, and shops within urban areas, where road and path data are required to
measure travel distances for local residents.

6 Conclusion

Map data are critical to humanitarian organizations. However, they are costly to produce
and maintain and the production of alternative sources of map data such as VGI must be
prioritized due to the reliance of humanitarian mapping organizations upon a scarce volun-
teer resource [8]. Currently, the only method available for the prioritization of locations for
mapping activity is the use of generic estimates of map “completeness”. Such approaches
are suitable for some humanitarian mapping organizations (i.e., those wishing to “fill in the
blanks”, such as HOT), but is sub-optimal for humanitarian mapping organizations who
are collecting data for a particular analytical purpose (e.g., Community Mapping Uganda).

In this article we have proposed a new method for prioritizing humanitarian use-case
specific mapping activities based upon the expected impact on the results of a given anal-
ysis, as opposed to generic estimates of “completeness”. Our method involves performing
an analysis related to the purpose of map data collection (e.g., measuring distance to water)
on an increasingly degraded dataset for each candidate mapping location and examining
changes in the results of the analysis. Priority locations are identified where the mean abso-
lute rate of change (MARC) in the analysis results is highest. Our case study also revealed
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considerable variation in the response of countries to changes in the number of features
mapped and no relationship between MARC and estimated network “completeness”. This
clearly demonstrates that generic estimates of “completeness” are not a suitable method of
prioritization where there is a specific reason for map data collection, and that the proposed
method provides an optimal alternative.

This research provides humanitarian mapping organizations with a new method that
can be used either in isolation or as a complement to other approaches to prioritization
(e.g., donor priorities, perceived urgency etc.) to make informed choices about mapping
prioritization. In doing so, such organizations can maximize the value gained from the
contributions by scarce volunteer resources, leading to greater positive outcomes from hu-
manitarian mapping activities.
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